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 > Even if you’re not a big star, you’ll look 
like one this fall by just adding some simple 
new pieces to take your wardrobe to the A-
list. Taking tips from top celebrities, you can 
incorporate many of your summer ward-
robe pieces and make a smooth transition 
into fall. 

Clothes

Don’t be afraid to grab that summer clear-
ance top at your favorite boutique and wear 
it out this fall. Lucky for us, leggings are the 
big thing this winter.  Wear a pair under any 
dress or summer top. To make it even co-
zier, throw on your favorite cardigan and 
chunky belt over that summer dress or top 
and you have a new winter wardrobe piece. 
Megan Fox looks fierce in leggings and a 
flowing top. 

One of the hottest trends this past sum-
mer was feminine floral. Pairing that with 
something hard like a leather or boyfriend 
jacket will instantly transform this from girly 
to sophisticated. Lauren Conrad does this 
like a pro in her flirty floral skirt and boy-
friend jacket and January Jones makes hot 
pink look like fall. 

You can even keep the shorts out this win-
ter. Take your favorite pair of mini shorts 
and wear them with black tights and chunky 
winter shoes, throw on a scarf and you’re 
a New York stylista. Kate Moss shows how 
this style is done right.

Skinny jeans are still the hot item for fall. 
Take a dark pair of skinny jeans, throw on a 
flirty summer top and pair with pumps or 
booties; you will be ready to hit the town.  
Look how Super model Heidi Klum em-
braces this fall look. 

No white after Labor Day is an old-fash-
ioned concept. Keep those white pants out 
of the closet and throw on a long sleeve 
top  and some black leather boots.  Add in 
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>> Must haves For Fall

Black chunky belt
Leggings

Skinny Jeans
Booties

Cardigan
Boyfriend or 
leather jacket
Dark red/berry lipstick

Makeup:
Estée Lauder

Limited Edition
Signature Lipstick 

for the Holidays

a fabulous tote bag and you’ve just turned 
those breezy white summer pants into the 
next must have item for the fall. Whitney 
Port looks stunning in New York rocking 
white pants after Labor Day. 

hair 

This winter doesn’t necessarily mean saying 
goodbye to those sun streaked locks. Many 
celebrities are lightening up or keeping their 
hair soft and wavy for the winter.  Ashley 
Tisdale went from the natural brown hair 
that she rocked all summer back to wavy 
signature blonde. Drew Barrymore soft-
ened up her black-tipped hair with a natural 
wavy look. Jessica Alba tried something very 
different going from dark blonde to auburn, 
making a huge statement. Changing your 
hair for fall can mean something as simple 
as trying bangs, or even just a new hair-do 
like a luxurious side ponytail or cascading 
retro waves. 

Makeup

The good news is you only have to invest 
in one new staple for fall. Keep that peach 
blush and sheer eye shadow but add a berry 
or red lipstick to darken up your look. Mak-
ing this simple move will turn your whole 
look from summer dream to ice queen in 
an instant. 

You are set to be celeb-fabulous with these 
items that will transform your summerlicious 
wardrobe into a winter wonderland! <


